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Max Hoffmann GmbH & Co

The Max Hoffmann Company was founded in 1907. The many new
buildings it has contributed to the Hamburg city-scape since then are
defining features of the city’s neighborhoods.
The company’s spectrum of activity spans from infill development in
existing urban areas to large-scale new urban development projects.
The structures they produce include high-quality residential, commercial
and public buildings.
The company consists of three autonomous departments: New Building
Construction, Modernization and Repair. Max Hoffmann currently employs
over 200 highly qualified employees. It carries out approximately 25
construction sites a year for a total turnover of about 75 million Euros.
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Project Development

mh_projekt is a multi-facetted service enterprise in the area of real estate
development. Our aim is to transform existing urban contexts into
extraordinary places. The scope of our work reaches from infi l l
development on single properties to comprehensive urban development
concepts.
We link well-founded knowledge in the areas of planning and construction,
project coordination and financing with a vision for the individual site.
The result is objects that are striking in their urban context, architecturally
attractive and economically viable.

Project Management

The MH Construction Contracting Company was formed in 1987 as a
response to increased demand for competence, expert knowledge and
reliability in the construction field. The vast range of services offered buy
mh_projekt Project Management today guarantees a consistent
management throughout all building phases. Intensive scheduling and
cost controlling combined with implementation of highest quality are the
core tasks of our experienced employees.

MH Naturstein GmbH

The Corporation for Concrete and Natural Stone Work was formed in
1989 as an independent specialized operation of the Max Hoffmann
Company.
Since then 300 residential, commercial and public buildings have been
constructed by the corporation.
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